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A. ORGANIZATION AND ATTENDANCE

1. ,; Fursuaht to the ArushaProgramme for Collective Self-Reliance and in

particular chapter II on Programme for Collective Self—Reliance, paragraphs

A«5 (iv) (b), B.6 (iv) and Cs7 (i-v) (b) of the first iShort^Medium-Temi Plan
of Action for Global Priorities on-.Economic Co-operation among Developing

Countries^ the African Regional Meeting was held in Addis Ababa from

7 to 18 December 1979 to evaluate the studies in three' priority areas of

the Arusha Programme for Collective Self—Reliance namely*

(a) Global system of trade preferences among developing countries;

(b) Co-operation among State trading^organizations; and] ,,

(c) Establishment of multinational marketing enterprises!

and !t6 consider policies and strategies for strengthening subregional,

regional and interregional economic co-operation arid integration among

developing countries in a'lcorda^ice with paragraph D«o of the Plan of
Action^ • "■ ''<"'■■ .■"~-rv - - .■ ■ r ' '■ ■ ■■■<■■■ . .'. j-,; .;:.....- ■;■■ . ■. ■

2* r' 'Representatives of the following States, members of QAU and ECA were

presenti Algeria, Banin? Botswana? Burundi, Chad? the Comorosf the Congo,

Djibouti, Egypt, Ethiopia?. Gabon, the Gambia^ GhanaP Cuinea? Guinea-Bissau,

the Ivory Coast^ Kenya^.Madagascar, Malawi, Mali9 Mauritania? Mauritius,

Mozambique, the Niger, Nigeria., Rwanda? Senegal; Sierra Leone, the. Sudan,

Swaziland, Togo, Uganda, the United Republic of Cameroon? the United■Republic

of Tanzania, the Upper Volta, Zaire and Zambia*. . ■ _. .;-

3«» Tile following African intergovernmental organizations also participated

as observers*; African ^oundnut Council and t^ie Economic Cpmmunity of the.

Great Lakes Countries (CECGL)o

4« Liberation Liovements present were the African National Congress,

Pan-'Africanist Congress of Azahia? the Patriotic Front and SWAPO.

5« United Natioiis bodies represented were the United Nations Industrial

Development Organization? the International Trade Centre and the General

Agreement en Tariff r. and' Trade *. : ■ -

6« Other regional groups represented were the Group of 30 of the Group of 77

in Geneva/the Asian Group of the Group of 77? and tlx: Latin Amer5.can Group.

7* The following officers were elected:

Chairman - Mme? Chafika Sellami-Meslem (Algeria)
Vice-chairman — Mr-. T*H» Nahimana (awanda)

Rapporteur ™ Mr» PaMt> Muanzia (Kenya)
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B. AGENDA

8. On Monday?. 10 December 1979$ the meeting adopted the following agenda:

■ 3,* .Opening of meeting .

2» Adoption of the rules of procedure

3. Election of officers :. .

4. Adoption of the agenda

5* Organization of work

6. Evaluation of studies of the three priority areas of the

Arusha Programme for Collective Self-reliance and Framework,

for Negotiations

. w (a) Global System of Trade Preferences among Developing Countries

(b) 'Co-operation among State trading organizations

(c) Establishment of multinational marketing enterprises

7. Strengthening of aubregipnal, regional and interregional economic

integration and co-operation

; o\' Consideration of the African strategy for interregional meetings

on economic co-operation among developing countries

-■'■ 9« Any other .business , ■'-..'■,:■

10. Adoption of the report.

9« The meeting decided that discussions would be conducted at the level of

plenary and two committees which would be convened consecutively.

10. Committee It presided over by the Chairman, considered?

- Global system of trad2 preferences among developing countries*

- Strengthening of subregional, regional and interregional economic

integration and co-operations

- Consideration of the African strategy for interregional meetings

on economic co—operation among developing countries.

11. Committee II, presided over by the Vice-chairman, considered:

- Co-operation among State trading organizations;

- Establishment of multinational marketing enterprises.
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12« Plenary sessions were devoted to statements and general debate on all

matters on the agenda as well as subjects not specifically allocated to the

committees* . . :.'■

C. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS .

Opening addresses .";.-. ; ■ , ■ .

13« In his opening statement|the Assistant Secretafy-General of the

Organization of African Unity responsible for'Economic Co-operation"and

Development t speaking on behalf of the Secretary--Generaiy. recalled that the ,

present meeting had been convened in accordance with the decisions of the fourth

Ministerial Meeting of the Group of 77 held in Arusha in February 1979 and ...

endorsed by resolution 127 (V) of the fifth session of UNCTAD held in Manila
in May/June 1'979<> The present meeting was part of the evaluation exercise
recommended in the Arusha Programme for Collective Self-Relxance and the

African regional evaluation meeting should be in consonance with other '. .

similar regional evaluation meetings, although the studies relating to C&TPj

State trading organizations and multinational marketing enterprises should be

examined primarily from ah African standpoints He also underscored, the fact

that Africa had been humiliated at several international fora and in .

particular at the fifth session of UNCTAD, 'from 'which it did not obtain"

concrete results* In conclusions he stated that the three subjects under

consideration offered real and practical areas of co-operation0 . .

I4e The representative of ECA, cpeaking on behalf of the Executive Secretary,

drew attention to the principal objectives of the meeting convened to evaluate

studies prepared by the UlJCTAD. secretariat. He also drew the attention of

the meeting to document E/CN»i4/iJP.l/ll6 prepared jointly by the secretariats

of OAU and ECA as. well as to the need.to consider seriously the strengthening

of economic co-operation among developing countries^. He further referred

to the forthcoming interregional meeting and said? in that respects that the

decisions taken at the interregional meeting would form the basis of an

ECDC programme for the future*

15* Th3 representative of EGA outlined his organization's perspectives in

the field of ECDC, stressing that ECDC Has a cornerstone of restructuring

the international economic system. Horizontal economic co-operatipn Iris

therefore important in the light of the failure of international economic

negotiations. The parameters to be considered by the- I'vseting should . ..."

include th2 need to consider regional dimensions to.avoid the perpetuation

of the imbalance in the Third iJorldj to draw, necessary conclusions from the

studies bearing in mind that Africa had a number of economic co-operation

arrangements, but that a lot still remained to be done; and:.to consider, the :

fact that African exports of primary commodities represented over 67!per cent

of its trade with other developing countries while for Latin'America;. ,for

example? the corresponding figure was approximately 30 per cento He warned

in conclusion that Africa was in danger of remaining a predominant exporter

of primary commodities unless appropriate steps were taken to face up to those

problems.
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l6» The representative of UNCTAD conveyed the beet wishes of the Secretary-'
General for the success of the meeting. He■then gave a historical account.

of the progress made by the developing countries in organizing themselves

for ECDC during the last 20 years. He recalled the important conferences

that had taken place during 1976, notably the Ministerial Meeting of the

Group of 77 in Manila and the Mexico City Conference on ECDC which had

given political thrust to the concept of ECDC at the global level and

taken important decisions in that regard. Those conferences had requested

UNCTAD to undertake, the.-.studies which were before the .meeting* He stated .

that the, Arusha Programme; o£ Action for Collective, Self-Reliance had ■ . =

embodied a first-shortHMedium*-Term Action Plan for Global Priorities on
ECDC and spelt out the details for its implementation^

17? In conclusion, he: stressied the. importance of. strengthening subregional,

regional and interregional economic integration and co-operation?; drawing

up an African strategy for the: interregional meeting in March 1980 and

cautioned that;EGDC wac.not meant to.be a substitute for existing economic

links but rather a complement £0 them. .

l8c. The cc—ordinator of £he African Group of Geneva, Ambassador J". . Victor
Gbeho of Ghana, who had^represented Africa at the Latin American regional
meeting on ECDC held ijv Montevideo, gave a resume; of its deliberations*

After outlining the organizational aspects of th£, meeting, he dealt at

some length with mattery .pertaining' to;GSTP, State trading organizations

and multinational marketing enterprises.

19°: The observer .from the Asian Group in.Geneva,, Ambassador Karim of
Bangladesh, reaffirmed his, region's commitment..to the principles of ECDC. .

He also stated that Africa had vast.potentials in.a number of areas and
therefore ECDC offered an ideal opportunity for the expansion of trade.

He concluded by stressing the need forfths Conference to devise-institutional
machinery for strengthening ths role of the least developed countries within

the context of ECDCa , : ■■■ ■ ;' ;, - ...

20. The representative of the International Trade Centre highlighted the

achievements of,,his organization in promoting'technical assistance in trade
promotion among developing countries. He stated that ECDC had been an

important component-of ths Centre's .work programme, which had been essentially

concerned with: ■. , „ ' . : ■

(a) formulating product-deveiopmenc and marketing strategics for .
exportable products to other developing countries;

(b) export services geared to Interr-dsvslpping country trades' ; . .

( ) training programmes to develop closer trade linkage among developing
".-; . co.untfxesi and. J , .■ - ■ . ■■'.:. . • ■. .-, ■/:.,■,-„■ . ■■ ° ..,-.. . . ■ ■

(d) generic multinational' trade promotion in commodity exports, etc.o
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21* The international Trade Centre had.helped several African countries

in the organization and management of their national information services.

In addition it had training programmes in.trade information from' which many ;

African trainees had benefited.

ZZ» The Centre had been assisting the Association of African Trade . ' -

Promotion Organizations and ECOI/AS in the establishment of their trade ■■.;■■

information services as well;, ais other areas in Africa* To that effect ^ ■

seminars for trade information-offleers had been held in 1978 in Nairobi

and Abidjan respectively for English and French—speaking countries* ■

23. The Chairman of the Group of 30 of the Group of 77 in Geneva, H*E* the

Ambassador of Mexico, speaking on behalf of the Group of 30, expressed his

solidarity; on. behalf of the co-^ordinators of the Group ot 77' and of the :"

Group of i 30.« He stressed the importance of* the two basic guidelines in the

Manila Declaration of 1976 and the programme of action enunciated at the Mexico

City Conference in September 1976* Although various.subregional> regional ;

and interregional agreements"already existed,;a world' system of preferences

should be.elaborated to cover all the developing countries.

24* The, representative of: UN3D0 pledged the readiness of his organization '' :

to assist developing countries in their desire to industrialize and promote

economic co-operation among developing countries.

25. The observer of the Latin American Group reiterated the willingness of ;

his Group to co-roperat* closely with the African region and its institutions;*

He reported on. the Latin .American meeting on ECDC and outlined the Latin

American experience in the area of economic integration and co—operation*

26. The SWAPO representative stressed the essential liberation role of - '

movements such,as his. A United Nations study showed that the hew State' j,

of Namibia would have to. bring in thousands of expatriates owing to the ;

South African Government's resistance to,let Namibians run their own country* '■'

Attendance at meetings such as the present one allowed SI/APO to keep up

with events and: facilitated more intensive participation in the future. :

27• SWAPO highly appreciated the support it received from GAU ahti many United

Nations Organizations in such areas as th^ projects dealing with manpower

training and vocational training centres provided by UNDP which in du2

would facilitate, the work of the forthcoming Namibian Government...,

28« SI/APO wished to be an integral part of Africa. I'/hen Namibia-T

independent, it would contribute to co—operation in the area and, would

release resources that were how being devoted to the struggle for . tJ"

independence, as well asigranting;facilities to nsighbouring land—locked'

countries. Trained staff would be necessary for that purpose. ,
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29* It would be good-to share with SWAPO information on experiences ;in othe,r :;

countries in State trading organizations and multinational marketing enterp ,,,

prises since that would facilitate Namibia's subsequent independent , :

development. (

30» The representative of GATT infprmed the meeting about his organization1^

activities in the context of new round of trade negotiations among developing,

countries and related technical studies* Participants considered that; the .

implementation of the QSTP programme required co-operation from all the

organizations within the United Nations family. .Accordingly advantage should ;

be taken of the studies by the GATT secretariat.

31• In ^he discussion that followed, participants,raised a number of points -,,

relating to matters"they considered important in the area of EGDG. It was ;

stated that one of the problems facing the African continent in promoting ...

ECDC was,the political will and commitment to implement concrete measures,

decided upon at various international fora. It was stressed that ECDC should

not be considered in isolation but as part and parcel of promoting the

New International Economic Order* : '.^n that regard reference uas made to the.

necessity for Africa to intensify its efforts towards improving its way of

life through industrialization and to endeavour to minimize the continued

exploitation of African resources by transnational corporations.

32* A number of practical issues were also raised. They included the

question of how to bridge gaps in trade relationships among the developing

countries .against the background of'.the differences in.their levels of ..-.

economic growth and development* Moreover the different approaches to solving

the problem did not make it easier -to bridge the gap existing between th/3 .

African region on one hand and the other developing regions* The issue of

low levels of production in the African regionj especially in view of the

region's inability to meet its own needs, was raised.- The meeting also ,

reiterated the importance of financial facilities in promoting trads and the

difficulties of transport and communications.. .: ; . . . ,

33« The secretariat of the sponsoring.organizations made introductory,,

statements in respect of substantive agenda items under consideration. The

list of documents evaluated by the meeting .is annexed to this report* r:

Committee I . , ■■ . . .... ■ ..;

!• &£&&}. sviffiNim o£ tfade preferences ainorigL deyelopijig, countries

agenda item 6 (a)

34- Participants reaffirmed the principle of establishing a GSTP 6n a

long-term basis. It wasj'however, stressed that priority action in that

regard should'begin byrstrengthening, establishing and-linking up preferential

arrangements at the subregional and regional'levels as an "integral part of

a GSTP.
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35» They also supported the redefinition of existing co-operation frameworks

with a view to the incorporation of new elements and dimensions offered by

GSTP. Hence, the need for existing African economic groupings to exchange

preferences among themselves under the umbrella'of GSTP. The area of

co-operation should go beyong mare trade preferences and should embrace other

mechanisms and programmes of joint co-operation particularly in the field

of production!* Thers was an ever—growing consensus to consolidate and ?

co-ordinate existing groupings such as ECOIJAS, UDEAC, CEAO and CEFGLa It was

noted that ECA had served as a forum for negotiations among countries of

Eastern and Southern Africa on the establishment of a preferential trade

area and had a long-term plan to co-ordinate the various economic groupings

within the region.. In that respect it was recalled that the Arusha

Programme emphasized the need to support and strengthen subregional and

regional arrangements- The idea of the subrcgional groupings negotiating

as single entities was also recalled* ' : '''''.

3S« In continuing the discussion on GSTP, the meeting felt that a list of,.,"

commodities should include industrial, commodities as well* Countries that

depended on ■agriculture and livestock production were subject to adverse ""!

climatic conditions that could adversely affeet thdir production. Hence,

there was a need f6r measures to assist such countries. /

37c Some delegations observed that trade and economic relations among

African countries tendad to be affected by political factors. In that regard,

it was suggested that mechanisms should be found to safeguard the effects

of political issues on economic relations. Others} however, felt that it

would be difficult to separate political issues from economic ones

particularly in view of the role, "played by State trading organizations*

38* The meeting stressed that GSTP should be opened, to all members of the
Group of 77, and that each State should participate 'in the scheme in the

light of its own situation. In that regard,, it was pointed out that each

country would be able to protect its own interests with respect to the
establishment of new industrial projects. ' .

39» The GSTP scheme shoulc' be based on the principle of mutual advantages

and assist in promoting and strengthening collective, self-reliance among

developing countries. It was further pointed out that, for the schema/to
be effective, it should be an instrument to reorient the present pattern of

trade flows towards the developing countries.

40. The meeting recognized ^that there were differences in the levels of
economic, development among developing countries aild regions* The implementa

tion 6f a GSTP schem - should therefore be selective in its approach^ In

that regard; the meeting explored the different negotiating'techniques

namely! product-by-product, linear, sectoral approaches or a combination :
thereof 0

4lo For GSTP to be an effective instrument for collective self-reliance,

the meeting pointed out the need for:
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(a) the establishment of an information system at the subregional,

regional and interregional levels;

(b) the,establishment of a committee which would work,.out-the

details for negotiations; ., , -

(c) formulation of developnent-orisnted'rules of origin?

(d) diversification of.production and trading patterns at the -
subregional, regional and interregional levels. : . .

42. The meeting cautioned agairist the danger of creating schemes which were

likely to benefit the transnational corporations at the expense of the

economics of the developing countries* , ,: .

43» Participants reiterated the fact that Africa had the largest number

of least developed countries and recognized that it is globally the least

developed region and therefore in any trade negotiations undertaken within

the framework of a GSTP, consideration must be accorded to special;. .

differential and non—reciprocal measures in favour of the .least developed

countries* Th^y included free accesp of their products to markets, application

of less strigsnt origin criteria, the application of special seqtpral

arrangements, including joint protection mechanisms in favour of specific

products of least developed countries and less intensive trade liberalization

measures to be adopted in their favour* Without special measures being taken

at the bilateral and subregional levels, it was almost impossible for them :. -

to compete at the regional and interregional levels*

44« For th3 LDCs to participate adequately and .derive advantages from trade

preferential, arrangements they needed to develop their productive capacity.

To that ondr it was imperative that other developing countries should assist

them to establish and develop their industrial base. Those.countries did not

want to be perpetual suppliers of primary products. ,'

45« Referring to the problems faced by the land—locked countries, the

need for adopting suitable measures, including warehousing arrangements,

should be taken into account.

46. Without special and effective measures being taken at the bilateral,

subregional, regional and interregional levels^ it would be difficult for

the least developed and land—locked developing countries to compete at regional

and interregional levels, . ,

47» Participants emphasized the technical and logistical obstacles inhibiting

the expansion and promotion of African trade. The main bottlenecks stressed

were transport, payment, arrangements,' trade financing, credit facilities,

trade information, insurance, etc. Thus, any programme on GSTP, to be

successful in the African context, would have to.aim effectively at solving

those obstacles* ■ ■. ■ ■
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2. Strengthening of subregjonal, regional and interregional economic

integration and eo—operation (agenda item 7)

48. In the discussion on agenda item 7j it was stressed that efforts^

so far undertaken in strengthening economic co-operation and integration had
been aimed at achieving economic independence geared towards development.

It was note-: that a meeting .of. the secretariats of economic groupings of

the-developing countries had been hold in April 1978 under the auspices of
UNCTAD in accordance with the recommendations of the Mexico City Conference

on ECDC. The next meeting of thOsr; secretariats was also expected to be

serviced by tJHCTAD.

49? The meeting was further urged to examine the Montevideo.recommendations,

which in fact reaffirmed the Arusha Declaration. In-the light of the Latin
American recommendations contained in document RD/ECDC/DF/No.1 and the
documents prepared for the meeting, especially ths joint GAIl/ECA-document,
the following recommendations were, put forward for consideration:

(a) A step-by-step reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers;

(b). JSranting.of' preferences to each other in relation to public

"* purchases; '■_._/_ .

(c) Granting of price preferences in respect of public procurement

~ involving a number of countries within each region?

(d) A product-by-product approach in granting preferences to each otherj

(e) Promotion of credit facilities;

(f) Preferential freight rate arrangements;

(g) Establishment of an information system;

(h) "Standstill arrangement j

(i) A compensatory mechanism to be instituted to compensate
~ those that suffered as a result of trade liberalization.

50, In responding to the proposals made, some participants stressed that

the implementation of G$TP.should be gradual and selective in view of the

existing differences in the level of development. The view was also

expressed that there should be flexibility in the granting of preferences. .

Those that could not grant preferences because of their low level of develop

ment should be exempted. The same principle, it was stated, should apply to

the application of a standstill agreement,

51• In connexion with the proposals on the removal of tariff and non-tariff

barriers, some participants pointed out that many countries, especially the

least.developed ones, depended largely on customs revenue. Such countries
would need compensation for loss of revenue resulting from trade liberalisation,

Furthermore, tariff and non-tariff measures were sometimes introduced to

protect local and particularly infant industries.
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5?-. The meeting further observed that obstacles in areas of payments and

financial arr-a&£j«Hen1^-^boul^ zones, shortages

of foreign exchange, non—conver1:ib.ili£y, 6£j.c^jxtnc,ie.E;/and hinderancec to trade

libere.lization, It Tias urged that develooing countries in a position to

grant favourable'facilities currently -obtainable from the developed ' / .

economies should do go.- ■ ' ■■ - " ■ ■■■■'-■■ " . "■ .: - ■

53* ^n Order 'td overcome the problem of the' information gap, it :ras . -.

suggested-' that assistance should "be sought:from-Vae "various United-Nations

agencies to help in"setting up an information system for the reg'.on., In

that regard, it i:as further suggested that there' Has1 heed to. set up a. \ ::,

union of African Chambers of Commerce* ■ .

5^'. 'Participants considered that,: :rith ?.' v.ie:r to iwple nentin^ the aii<is ■

and-objectives of 'i^TP, a trade ne-^otirtinj--committee of the Group of 77

should be set up*. In accordance TJith mutually agreed procedures, that, •_, ■. ■

Committee should launch negotiations aiaong.the developing countries of :

the ^roup of 77:. Tn the 3CT? negotiations, participante cou-ld bq-either

individual governments or country groupings.

3 - Consideration of the^African strategy for interregional meetings on

econo.,iic co-operation a:.iong de/elooing countries ^agenda, ivem 0)

55= ?articipa,nts agreed'that the OAU .ichould-' closely co-ordiTiate "the

jVfrican position..in r,egar;' to the interregional meeting on ^CDC ac :rell as

:orepa.rr/cory nor!; and negotiations for the establishment'' of GCT?,, "rn that

respect, the OAU office in Geneve, in close collaboration uith ^CA, should

convene an African preparatory meeting on the eve of the interregional.

meeting* - ■ ■

5'^- Vc vas also agreed that the /fricc.n region must adequately prsos^re fi-*r

the forthcoming interregional meeting and cubsernaent preparatory ,Tmrlc and

negotiations for ZZ™?« ?he OAU member Ctctes should therefore t-~ke the

necessary steos to rthat effecto . " ■

57« Finally participants agreed that, the Africa.n oos.i';ion as adooted at

the African regional meeting should be defended ,a.t .the interregional meeting

by tha African, countriec- individually and collectively.

"C&anj-'.r-'cee' II - ■ - ' ' ■ ■ ' -

Co-ooer"tion amon- Jtate trading organizations and eoirablishi'-ient

of multinational i.iarketing enterprises agen-'-a iteii :; {o) anc. \c)

5n-« ■ Participants exprecced their catiGir.ction Trith the studiec nrecente'd'

.-by the UUCT/.D and the ;'oint '0i$/TZL secretariats. They decided ■ to consider

the t:-To tooics. one after, the othero
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Co-operation ^aaongStat- trading organizations (agenda item 6 (b)

59c Participants^recognized1the importance of STOs as instruments for

co-operation among developing countries* Concerning the establishment of

STOs, participants felt that the matter fell within the prerogative of

governmentso

60. In the discussions which followed, participants stressed the many

obstacles facing STOs* They referred in particular to problems relating to

the rigidity of the structures, practices and policies of STOs. In that

connexion; they called for the relevant international organizations to

provide technical assistance to STOs on request to overcome those

difficulties*, / : . .

6l» Recognizing that the operations of STOs were hampered by the scarcity

of trained and qualified personnel and by its-instability, they stressed the .

need for training and staff development at all levels* In that regard,

they: > ■:.■■..-

(a) welcomed with satisfaction the organization by UNCTAD and other
'"■': international, institutions of two seminars, one in English, and

one in French, for senior managers of .STOs in African countries;

(b) recommended that all ;the training activities of the institutions
"* concerned should be co-ordinated?

(c) further recommended that STOs which had some management
*~ experience should share it; with others* .

62* -Participants noted the lack of contact and information among, STOs

on their1 export and import prospects* Thay therefore recognized the need

for a meeting of STOs to bo convened with assistance from UNCTAD and other

relevant international institutions to create an association of African STOs*

That association could institute a system of periodic meetings among STOs*

They alsOfproposed that STOs in different countries.could set up :joint

intelligence centres to provide information on products available at the ,

subregional or regional levels* Furthermore, they appreciated.the preparation

of a handbook providing full information on STOs which would be updated
regularly,, '■■:.:

63o Noting that the inadequacy ,Qf storage,facilities pften led..to the
deterioration or loss of goods traded among the various countries,

participants recommended that STOs in-Ji^ighbouring countries should sot

up joint storage facilities in selected", optimum locations*

64» To promote mutually beneficial trade, participants recommended that
STOs should: . . - ' '.'"."
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(a) enter into long-term contracts, with each other in regard to:

~ bulk purchases ahcTin' that regard'advisory 'serviceTmigh't be

requested from the relevant international organizations for

the elaboration of standard contracts;

(b) decide to designate each other as agents to deal with private

"~ partners in their respective countries;

(c) agree to grant each other preferential and priority trading

■ ; partner treatment4

65. Participants voiced their concern about the possible involvement of

businessmen or middlemen from the developed countries which would hamper

the expansion of trade among STOs. They recommended that such middlemen

should be excluded wherever possible, and if it was necessary to pass

through them, they should bo scrutinized. :

66. The Committee then dealt with the question of co-operation in purchases

and sales on foreign markets. Not only would joint bulk purchases reduce

unit and freight costs, but joint exports frould also increase the bargaining

power of STOs vis-a-vis buyers from developed countries. In that connexion

the Committee recommended that, in addition to joint purchases and sales

as such, STOs should consider the possibility of establishing joint trade

intelligence offices at carefully selected locations,

67. Those STOs which exported non-traditional products should take joint

measures to promote exports and in particular should group together to

create permanent exhibition centres, publish advertising material and

participate in trade exhibitions and fairs. They could also set up joint

marketing groups abls to negotiate directly with the main bulk purchasers.

68. The Committee stressed the importance of the creation of national

trade centres for the purpose of promoting and marketing non-traditional
products. Technical and financial assistance from international organizations

could be required in that regard. It was pointed out that ECA and TTC were

already working in several African countries in order to assist them to

establish such centres.

69. Participants emphasized the need for assistance by international

organisations in the implementation of measures related to the management

of STOs and co-operation aradngthem.' Therefore* the setting up of
advisory services by those organizations was considered to be indispensable

and it would reinforce 8T0s position vis-a-vis transnational corporations.

70. Participants felt that the measures which African GTOs could take to

promote co-operation among themselves could be extended as appropriate to ■

co-operation between them and STOs from other developing regions.
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71♦ Participants stressed th; need for other measures complementary to

those underlined above, including in particular the improvement of transport

and telecommunications infrastructure and the establishment of payments,

insurance and credit and financing arrangements

72» Technical assistance should be provided to CTOs upon request by

compefeejtfc international organizatio :j in order to helj them to solve problems

arising from the rigidity of their structures, prnotices and policies*.

Establishment of multinational marketing enterprises (agenda item 6 (c)

73» At the outset, participants pointed to the need for a clear definition

of multinational marketing enterpriseso In effect the term "multinational"

could be misleading because it was often applied to transnational corporations*

It was necessary;, therefore, to clearly indicate that in the particular

context it meant joint enterprises established by developing countries,

whose capital:-was subscribed wholely or mainly by public or private

investors in those countries, in which decision making was effectively

exercised by them and whose activities fell within the framework of economic

co-operation as defined by the interested States, and in the present

instance therefore in the field of marketing*.

74« Participants mentioned the existence in many countries of State■or ■ >; ■

parastatal marketing: organizations which were-STOs» The need to strengthen^

their structures and to improve their management was onee:again underlinedo :,

The Committee noted that the activities of those STOc were confined to the

national level and that it was necessary tc establish co*operatioft between ■-

them as well as with other relevant bodies for joint action in foreign

markets. That cc—operation would have the special advantage of strengthening

the bargaining power of developing countries in general and African

countries in particular; of enabling them to act directly on foreign

markets and of influencing to a certain extent the ;export prices of their

products. It was also underlined t'.iat the establishment of MMEs among

developing countries would allow th^m to absorb certain techniques used

by transnational corporations which had contributed to the latter*s success.

In the long run, IM'JfEs could withstand the competition of those transnationals

and, if necessary, efficiently replace th^Tt.

75« Participants favoured a pragmatic and gradual approach to the establish

ment of l&Es because of many existing difficulties? euch as transport)

storage and financing problems and especially? ^he, .strong domination by

transnational corporations of production in developing countries and of

distribution channels in foreign markets. In that respect participants

underlined th- need to set up producers1- and exporters1 associations as an

important st^p towards the establishment of MMEso Reference was made to

positive example provided by the African Groundnut Council and in particular

to the following results that producing countries would not have obtained

individually:
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(a) joint sales contract between the Council and the buyers of

^ developed countries instead of a unilateral contract imposed :; .-

by the latter as was the case'previously! ; -

(b) harmonization of sales policies on foreign markets;

(c)' preservation of the market on the basis of a promotional campaign.

~~ thanks to the financial assistant-?, granted to thd Council members

as a groupj

(d) joint research programmes which had led to the development

~ : of drought resistant groundnut

: >(e)- establishment of a compensation fund in favour of: land—locked

member countries. - -

76* The Committee underlined the need to begin the necessary action at

the subregional level and then to continue at the regional and interregional

level's* ' :

77» With regard to the provisional list of products suggested by the UNCTAD

secretariat after consultations with a number of African countries,

participants fait that it was necessary to undertake market feasibility and

profitability -studies on a. product—by—product basis before launching

initiatives for establishing co-operation programmes in marketing. The

following list suggested by the UNCTAD Secretariat could be considered as

purely indicatives

(a) Products of interest to Africa

(i) , meat and meat preparations

(ii) fish and fish preparations

(iii) fruit and nu.ts.} fresh^ dried, and preserved

(iv) vegetables^ roots and tubarsj frosh and preserved

vv) coffee .

(vi) cocoa

(yii,) tea

(viii) hides and skins, leather and leather products

(ix) oil seeds, vegetable oils

(x) "timber, wood and wood products, including furniture

(xi) cotton

(xii) sisal

(xiii) fertilizers, crude and manufactured

(xiv) iron oro
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(xv) non-ferrous base metajLs: ^

1 (xyi) \ bauxite . ' . '

(xvii) copper : . . . . . .... .

(xviii) tin

(xix) textiles and garments

(xx) handicrafts

— 'Products of interest to Africa and Latin America

■--..■ (i)- -mea-t and meat preparations . .

(ii) coffee

(iii) cocoa

(xv) fertilizers, crude and manufactured . ' ~'

(c) Products of interest to Africa and Asia

tea

(d) Products of interest to the three regions

(i) fish and fish preparations

(ii) fruit and nutsj fresh, dried and pressrved

(iii) vegetables, roots and tubersj fresh and preserved

(iv) hides and skins, leather and leather products

(v) oil seeds, vegetable oils

(vi) timber, vraod and wood products, including furniture,

78. The Committee recommended that once the studies ware completed, sectoral
and then multisectoral meetings of marketing boards as well as other

relevant bodies should be convened by governments to review and solve the

main problems and define th^ objectives to be attained as uell as the steps

to achieve them and participation in the capital, decision making procedures

and all other practical and relevant arrangements. In that respect, the

setting up of provisional Action Committees recommended in the Arusha

Programme could be considered with the active support of subregional and

regional economic co-operation groupings, relevant producers5 and exporters1

associations, regional chambers of commerce, STOs and the African Association

of Trade Promotion Organizations (AATPO),

79» The Committee underlined the 1 \nk -xisting between GSTP, co-operation

among STOs and the establishment of MMEs, as well as oth^r ^laments of

economic co-operation of the Arusha Programme. Studies and action should

therefore bo initiated to promote cc--operation at the production level.

Participants also urged that UNCTAD should undertake studies for the

establishment of joint service enterprises, not only in the over—all

sector of transport and storage, but also for other services*
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80. Many participants stressed tho neod, in establishing multinational

marketing programmes, to givo speciaL attention to th-5 problems of th£

least developed and geographically disadvantaged countries, ^specially

with regard to co-operation in production and transport. Participants

recommended further that those countries should be included in tho studies

undertaken to identify products to be considered in connexion, ^witji the

establishment of multinational marketing programmes,

81• Participants requested that technical assistance by UNCTAD, ECA and

other competent international organizations as well as financial assistance

by UNDP should be provided for organizing and servicing sectoral meetings,

undertaking market research and studies-onthu~distribution channels of

products selected by governments for negotiations loading to the establish

ment of ISJEsj and carrying out studies on tho role of tha transnational

corporationsa

82. The conclusions and rocommendations as agreed are found in. Section D

of this report*
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D. AFRICAN POSITION: RECOMMENDATIONS AMD STRATEGIES : . .

(i) GLOBAL SYSTEM OF TRADE PREFERENCES

1* The work of■the-meeting was carried out in accordance with the

objectives, principles and guidelines, established in the Arusha Action Plan,

and in1in3 with the spirit underlying the creation of a New International

Economic Order, of which GSTP should constitute an integral part,

2. The meeting endorsed the decision taken earlier by the Group of 77

that GSTP should be negotiated among and for the benefit of States members

of the Group of 77*

3. It t/as agreed that;the establishment of GSTP should bsthe result of

a long-term process which was.to be negotiated and implemented step by step,

taking into account the varying lovels of economic development existing on .

the one hand among countries and on the other hand among regions in the .

Group. Tho implementation process should also aim at strengthening subregional

and regional co-operation. To that end, bilateral agreements and subrsgional

and regional integration and co-operation should play an important role in

the.establishment of GSTP. .

^Participants recalled that political will constituted a basic clement

in the strengthening of economic co-operation among developing countries

within the framework of collective self-reliance. ;

5, Taking iinto account the fact that Africa had,,the largept. number of the

least developed countries and was globally the least developed among all the

developing regions, the meeting recommended that!

(a) GSTP:should be based pn the principle of reciprocity and mutual

advantage so that all participants might benefit in the light of their

respective degree of economic and industrial development, foreign trade

structure and trad-2 policies and regimes. Evaluations of the benefits

offered by■-GSTP to participating countries,- especially to less developed

countries, should be carried out at regular intervals.

(b) Developing countries should progressively reduce tariff1 and non-

tariff m^asuras in order to expand and develop trade among them. In granting

such-preferences developing countries should adopt a flexible approach, that

would ^nablo a country pr .group of countries, to choose either the; product

product, linearior sectoral7 approach, or any combination thereof, as they,

deemed fit. ■. .. ... . . ,

(c) The use of adequate trade financing instruments, including export

credits, in the area of non—tariff measures, Tias especially recommended.
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(d) GSTP should provide adequate protection for infant and other

existing industries in the African region against unfair competition from

transnational corporations and other industries within and outside the

region, The protection should.not, however, become an obstacle to trad?

liberalization.

(e) GSTP should b3come a major instrument in identifying, establishing

and promoting joint industrial ventures, increasing .production, employment

and traB-O ah vsil as strengthening technical co-operation in science' an^;
technology, transfer of technology and manpower training and development

among developing countries. Adequate measures needed to be taken to enable

the African region, which was the least developed region, to diversify and (

industrialize its economy. - : .■■;■-.".

(f) Considering the useful role they could play in the promotion and

stimulation of mutual trade and economic co-operation among developing

countries, it was recommended that African countries a4ppt national
indicative targets for expanding trade at the bilateral and multilateral

levels. ' , ' ' : ■ ■.-■■■■ ■ . ...

1 (g): Th£ rules of origin for GCTP should be development-oriented, based

on the principle of cumulative treatment and muct ensure that preferences ,

benefitted national production and the development .process of participating

countries. Detailed studies on rules of origin currently being applied by
developing countries-for the purposes of their various preferential arrange

ments were available and could be used within the context of GSTP. Those
rules should ensure avoidance of the type of:problem that might be caused

by the operations of transnational corporations and should further establish
t^e main criteria and administrative provisions required, for GSTP. ■

(h) GSTP should aim at a linkage between traditional tariff concessions
and other measures in the field of production, marketing, payment, finance

and transport so' as to achieve integration among them and an impact on ^
trade relations among African countries' as x-iell as on those with countries,

in oth^r regions. • ' i ;,

(i) Product coverage in GSTP should include not, only manufactures

but should also assist the African region in accelerating the diversification

of its production with the result that the list could also include commodities

and agricultural prbducts- in their raw and processed forms.,

(j) UtJCTAD resolution 127 (V), calling on the UNCTAD Secretariat to
submit action-ortaited proposals for the elaboration, operation and

maintenance of a trade information system regarding the foreign trade of
developing countries, taking into- account on-going work in ITC, should, be
support^dl It was further suggested that linkages should be established
among chambers of-.commerce and similar bodies of African countries and of

members of the Group of 77 as a .whole. ■ •
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(k) Payment arrangements and financial mechanisms wore essential to

finance subregional, regional and interregional trade expansion and

facilitate the expansion of such trade through the provision of credit

which alleviated balancc-of-paym^nt problems. Availability of finance

for export credits and guarantees facilitated ths expansion of trade

among developing countries especially in the ar&a of capital goods. Together

with adequate development finance for multinational projects in agriculture,

industry and marketing, such finance was an essential element in an

integrated mechanism for the promotion of GGTP»

(l) The co-ordination committee on multilateral payment arrangements

and monetary co-operation among developing countries should accelerate its

action to"strengthen and link up those arrangements in support of trade

promotion among developing countries and GSTP. ■'■*■■

(m) In the case of least developed countries,"

. land-locked and island developing countries!

(i) the granting of effective special and non-reciprocal

advantages to products of special trade interest to themj

(ii) the granting of free access for their products ahead of

the general timetable; .

(iii) the application of less stringent origin criteria;

(iv) the application of speciar and effective sectoral

market arrangements including joint protection mechanisms

in favour of specific products?

(v) less intensive trade liberalization measures to be

■ adopted by them! . ■ ■

(vi) more limited contributions to be made by them in terms of

tne general time-tabl:. in thi implemantation of GSTP;

(vii) preferential measures within programmes of sectoral

production allocation?

(vlii) special and effective measures for ths establishment of

: industrial projects within the frameviork of subregional

and regional groupings?

(ix) adoption of special and effective investment'incentive

(x) ''need1 for adopting special and effective programmes in

; the arsa of production, finance and technical cc—operation

geared to developing th3 industrial capacities?
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(xi) negotiations for the creation of a system oi" fiscal

■ ,., . ..... transfer c ancV other forn.s of acsistaiic^ from the . ,....-■

... : more relatively advanced countries which benefit from

. .._■ . liberalization measures to comp.-2nas.t2 such countries

for lose of r^v^nuo diu to. the xntroductxon of GSTPj

.; _("ii) exemption froa harmonization- coiv^itments such as
permission, to grant fiscal incentives for a long-r

duration, and from applying common external tariffs.,

for certain products?

: - (xiii) need for special and effective measures of assistance .

aimed at accelerating the*diversification of their

productive^ capacities particularly with u view to

processing their raw materials^ For that purpose

long—term purchase agreements and other trade

promotion formulas' should be normally an integral

part of joint venture schem-s between the morj

: _ advanced and the least developed countries, to

ensure industrialization of as well as export outlets

for such countries! and

(xiv) the need to adopt measures to facilitate all aspects

of transit trade of land—locked countries.

(n) The strengthening of existing subregional and regional preferential
arrangements and the establishment of new ones, creating links among them*

In-that respect: ; ..+ ,.

(i) during the negotiation and implementation phases

GSTP should not erode preferential margins granted

within the framework of existing and new subregional

and regional arrangements* To that and, effective

: measures and priority consideration for strengthening

, and establishing subregional and reginnal preferential

arrangsments must be incorporated in the formulation

i . and implementation of j31Pj

(ii) active measures should be taken to assist countries

- .... ; and subrcgions that did not yet belong to subregional

or regional preferential arrangements to establish

new or join existing ones^ as appropriate^

(iii) existing subregional and regional preferential

arrangements should be 1inkedj

(iv) there should be deeper preferential margins in favour

_. ..of subregional and rcgipnal preferential arrangements

, , within .the framework of GSTP to preserve their

preferential naturej and
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(v) subregional, regional and interregional groupings of

developing countries should participate as such, whenever

desirable; in the preparatory work leading to and in

negotiations for a GSTP,

(ii) A F-AMEWORK FOR THE PREPARATION AND NEGOTIATION FOR A GGTP

6* The Group of 77 in Geneva should provide the framework for the

preparation and negotiation for a GSTP*

7» There should initially bo a preparatory phase and subsequently a

negotiating stage,

80 The Group of 77 should initially establish a GSTP ad hoc Preparatory

Committee, composed of all members ,of the Group of 77 y with the objective

of formulating the draft rules and procedures for the negotiations within

a time period to be determined* The Preparatory Committee should take as

the basis for, its works section A5 of the Firet Short—Medium-Term Action

Plan for.Global Priorities as agreed by Ministers of the Group of 77? and

as supplemented by the meeting of government, experts to be hold, in Geneva

from 17 March to 3 April 1980* The ad hoc Preparatory Committee should

proceed to make proposals on:

(a) the over—all goals for the negotiations and sectors and products

concerned;

(b) the applicable legal framework!

(c) the modalities and methods for the negotiations!

(d) the starting date for th-;negotiations) their likely stages

and over—all duration? and

(e) evaluation and progress report procedures.

The ad hoc Preparatory Committee should submxt the results of its work

to all countries members of the Group of 77 for consideration and

further action, and should invite them to participate in the negotiation

for a GSTP. . : .

9« A Negotiating Committee for a GSTP consisting of all members of the

Group of 77 should be established for negotiation* The Committee would

take over the functions of the ad hoc Preparatory Committee on tha commencement

of the negotiation and would be entrusted with supervising, the over—all conduct

of the negotiation and ensuring compliance with the negotiating rules agreed

by Govcrnmentso As new Governments joined the negotiations, they would

become members of the Nsgotiating Committee,
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10a In carrying out the Arusha Plan.,an4,in, negotiations among the countries

members of the Group of 77 on GSTP7 as well as on STOs and MMEs, the UNCTAD

secretariat should be requested to continue to provide studios, action-

orient ed proposals and technical support; as well as conference and

secretariat oervicesc Xn th: light of its key role wi/bin the United- ; ■.')

Nations system and of its mandate to oc cper;,'"^ and e-o-ordinate it^

activities more intensively with the other members of the United Nations

system and the regional commissions as well as GATT? as provided In UNCTAB ■

rasolntion 12? (v)? the UNGTAD Secretariat should call cm those secretariats

to contribute to its support activities in the above-mentioned substantive

areaso " ... ■ ...■■*

11 * In order to facilitate the contribution of African countries members

of the Group of 7?P SCA arid OAU in particular should collaborate with

IMCTAD in tlie'-preparation of further' studies' and proposals that would '

project the /VfricW■Viewpoint in thi preparatory arid 'riegotaating phases*

12a It was also agr'e^d that the various subregional economic groupings

had an important role tc play in the formulatioh of an African position on

GSTP throughout the preparatory axid negotiating phases* UNCTAI>? EGA and

OAUj in co-operation with other dOmpetent-organizations of the United Nations

system^ were therefore called upon to maintain constant close contact with1

those subregional economic groupings in Africa with a view to ensuring their

respective contributions*

(iii) CO-OPERATION AMONG STATE TRADING ORGANIZATIONS (STOs)

io Technical assistance.should be,provided to STOs by competent international

organizations whenever requested in order to help them to solve problems

e-ricing from irho rigidity o£ th-ir structures,, practicsc and policies' as well

as any other probleir.s faced by STOso .

2« International agencies should provide STOs with consultancy services

in matters r._ating to organizations, systematization cj regulations^

improvement of trade techniques, joint import/export operations and-general

financial

3o 6T0 Etafl' should be trained by competent international organizations and

the cc-ordination of all training activities should be undertaken by the

institutions concerned* '• ;

4c Ths capacity of existing training institutes-'in certain African countries1

shocild be expanded in order; to train more African experts in trade techniquesc

5» A handbook should be compiled with comprehensive information on STOsf

which should be updated regularly* African countries should contribute to

that task by responding promptly to thj questionnaire addressed to th^m

by ITC*
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6. STOs in various countries should set up joint intelligence centres for
products;available within the subrcgion or region*

7» Joint purchases and sales and the establishment of trade information

offices at carefully selected locations should be encouraged, ■

8. Joint export-promotion measures should be taken and in particular STOs
should join their efforts in establishing permanent exhibition centres,

th3 publication of advertising material and participation in trad-
expositions and fairs*

9« A meeting of African STOs should be convened under the auspices of

OAU with assistance from UNCTAD, ECA and other subregional and regional

organizations with a vxdw to establishing an Association of African STOs

which could institute a system of periodical meetings among African STOs.

10. 3T0s in neighbouring States should establish common storage facilities
in carefully selected locations.

11. . Joint marketing.groups should; be established that can negotiate
directly with major bulk buyers.

12. STOs should enter into long-term contracts with one another, especially

on bulk trade. In that connexion, use should be made of the; advisory services

provided by competent international organizations for the elaboration of such
contracts. -,

13« STOs should appoint each other as agents to deal with private partner's
in their respective countries.

» ■- ■ ■ ' ■ '

14» STOs should agree to grant preferential and priority trading partner
treatment among themselves, especially to those in the l.»ast developed
countries. ,

15»; African STOs should, as appropriate, extend the measures taken for

cc—operation among themselves to STOs of other developing regions.

16. I/hero feasible businessmen or middlemen should be gradually excluded
from dealings among STOs- Failing that, th^y should be scrutinized with a
view to determining th^ir indispensability.

17» STOs should expand co—operation among themselves by increasing th3
exchange of experiences. . ■. '.■■'"

18. Necessary concomittant measures should be taken in the field of
transport and telecommunications, payment arrangements, insurance, finance

and management to strengthen co-operation among STOs at the siibregional,

regional and interregional levels.
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(iv) MULTINATIONAL MARKETING ENTERPRISES

1» The structure of STOs responsible for marketing at the national level

should bo strengthened and their management improved.

2. Co—op2ration should be established, among th-m ae tj^II as with other

relevant bodies so as to undertake joint action on foreign markets.

3» A pragmatic and ..gradual approach should be taken to the establishment

of MMEs. '"'...' . • ■ ■.--.'

4* Meetings of national marketing boards handling tho same products should

bJ convened under the auspices of OAU with the assistance of UHCTAD and other

international organizations go as to work out the practical modalities of

appropriate multinational marketing programmes,

5« Producers" and exporters1 associations should be cat up for products
which have not yet been

6« Co-operation in the field of marketing should start preferably at th?

subregional level and then lead into the regional and interregional levels*

7* Preliminary market research and feasibility studies should b^ conducted

on each product with a view to establishing MMEs with the assistance of

competent international organizations, .

8, Consideration should be given to ths possibility of setting up action
committees ac racommended in the Arusha Programme with the active support

of subregional and regional economic co-operation groupings, the relevant

producers1 and exporters1 associations, regional chambers of commerce, STOs

and the African Association of Trad2 Promotion Organisations (AATPO)•

9« Studies should be conducted and steps tak^n to foster co—operation at

the production and services level, . :

10. Special attention should be paid to the products ofth- 1-ast developed'

and geographically disadvantaged countries* They should be included in the

studies to be undsrtaken with a vieu to finding ways and means of increasing

the marketability of thoc-: products which may be included in multinational

marketing programmes. , . ... ■

11• The African experts also considered that it would be essential for CdMEs

to be established and operated on certain cardinal principles, within the

framework of ECDG, in ord?r to ensure their viability, stability and

continuity.! It was therefore recommended that MMEs shoulds

(a) be owned by .investors from developing, countries represented on
as equitable, a basis, as possible; , ■
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(b) be established with State* paractatal, private and/or

mixed Capital, the national character of which would be

guaranteed by thd respective member States/ the activities

of the enterprises being subject to the jurisdiction and

supervisidn of the member States; ; ' . _......;

(c) be operated in fulfilment of the development objectives of member

States and of economic co-operation among developing countries;

(d) be established in accordance uith the laws in force in the

countries in which they operated, with a juridical statue, tha.1:

... would ensure freedom and scope tf/or their ppsra-tionsr uithout undue

influence on them or advantage being taken of- them.: by any one

partner in the countries in which they operated and,in accordance

with the development objectives of member countries;

(e) be created in the first instance in areas in which efforts and

initiatives alreadyexist at the, subregional,, regional and

interregional levels, in sectors where they could more effectively

ansxr-r to the basic supply needs of the people^ in the countries

in which they operated5

(f) be operated in such a manner as not to give th~m ,a. monopoly in

the trade sectors, in which: they were -astablishecU -

12. Technical assistance should be provided by international institutions,

particularly UNCTAD, ECA and other relevant bodies, for the organization and

servicing of sectoral meetings, market research and studies on distribution

channels of products selected for negotiations aimed at establishing MMEs,

bearing in mind existing studies as u-:ll as specific studies which might

become necessary on th^ rolo of transnational corporations in particular

fields. A specific request should be made to UNDP to finance those studies

and organize the envisaged meetings.

(v) STRENGTHENING OF GUEREGIONAL, REGIONAL AND INTERREGIONAL ECONOMIC

INTEGRATION AND CO-OFERATION

The meeting considered policies and strategies for strengthening

subregional, regional and interregional economic integration and co-operation

in accordance with the Arusha Programme for Collective Self—Reliance,

paragraph D (8). To that effect it:

(a) noted with satisfaction the Report of the Meeting of the

Working Party on the Expansion of Trade and Regional

Economic Integration among Developing Countries (TD/B/7O2),
-held in Geneva in April 1978?
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(b) urged that a meeting of the secretariats of economic

co-operation groupings of developing countries on subregional,

regional and interregional economic cc—operation and integration

among developing countries should be convent in dua course

by UNCTAD, in accordance with the Arusha ministerial recommendation.

(vi) AFRICAN STRATEGY FOR INTERREGIONAL MEETINGS ON ECDC

(a) The OAU Office in Geneva, in co-operation with EGA, should

closely co-ordinate the African position with regard i:o ECDC,

including the preparatory work and negotiations for GSTP»

To that effect, it should convene an African Preparatory

Meeting on the eve of the interregional meeting to adopt a

common strategy for the meeting*

(b) African States should actively participate in all future

work on ECDC and to that end should adequately prepare

themselves.

(c) The African States should, at the interregional meeting,

individually and collcctivsly defend the African position as

adopted at the African regional meeting.
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UIICTAD studies, on a global system of

preferences among developing countries

(GOT?), Ctate trading organizations and

multinational marketing enterprises:.

A note by--the-OA^/jiCA ■ ■seere'tapi? t-s-»—-■--

Arusha Programme for Collective Jel.f—Reliance

and FraineT-rork for negotiations.

"Xcononic Co-operation among Developing

Countries; Priority areas for action — issues

and approaches.

^ paper

Economic Co-operation amon^ Developing

Countries; i:|ain issues for consideration

in priority areas — Report by the UHCTAI-

secretariat.

bnetary and finaqfci-al co—operation atnong developing countries
111! ^Tf >

Preliminary report on monetary and financial

co-operation to support the trade preferential

system aiaon^st^'d-evelopin^ countries* ■■

Report Report of the Cecond . .eeting of the Co-ordination

Committee on ; .ulcilateral Payments and ;jonetary

Co—operation among Developing Countries

(Dakar, 22 - 24 October 1979)-

III.- Co-operation a;.ion.q Ctate trading enterprises

TD/3/C.7/1S

TD/3/C.7/17

Co—operation between Jtate trading organizations

in Latin /.aerie:.*

'Co-operation among otate trading organizations of

Asian developing countries.

Co-operation ainong .Jtate trading organizations of

..Jaharan Africr.n develooinrr countries.
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HI« Co-operation among State trading enterprises (Continued)

TD/~3/C.7/lC/Add.l Co-operation among 3tate trading organization-? *

developing countries in English-speaking Africa.

TD/3/C.7/lO/Add.2 Co-operation among Jtate trading organizations in

and Corr.l French-speaking Africa south of the Sahara

TE/3/C.7/37 Co-opex-axiori a-ionj Gtcte trading enterprises of

1 -;" Arr.b countries.

17. kJul'tinational marketing enterprises

Tr/I?/J.7/2C Juridical aspects of the establishment of

and Add.1 ; multinational marketing ert irprises among

developing countries.

TTl/r?/C,7/3O Juridical regimes for the establishment of

multinational enterprises among developing

countries.

7LV"j/C.7/24 Come aspects of the establishment of multinational

marketing enterprises in Africa.

UNCTAC/.^CPC/TA/l ■ Areas of potential interest for promoting the

establishment of multinational marketing enter-prices

Latin America.

UNCTAD/j-CQC/TA/3 Selected areas for the promotion of multinational

• — - ■ -" -"":" " marketing' enterprises ■■—-Asia-r-- ;- -

7, Global system of trade preferences

1^/3/0,7/19 Preferential trade measures within the integration

■■'■■'■• - and co-operation schemes in the regions *'f 1CCAP

and 1/2''/. *

TD/3/C.7/2O ■ 'uteacures and arrangements for the promotion of trarlc

in commodities and other agricultural products uithi-

a global system of trade preferences among developir^

countries, ■

Tr/';/Co7/2l Trade among developing countries by main GITC

groups and by regions - statistical notea

Ty.3/C7/?/)' Hevieu of experience to date with preferential
measures in the context of Latin American Integration

schemes, in order to derive suggestions for a global

system of trare preferences among developing

countries.
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V. Global system of trade preferences (Continued)

TD/D/C.7/33 (Part l)

TD/3/C.7/33 (Part II)

Trade ^references of African co-operation and

economic integration groupings.

Rules of origin within jCT?, with special

reference to provisions assuring that

preferential measures benefit national

development; Part I. uain approaches and

concepts-

Idea■ part II. Review of origin systems

within existing preference schemes and their

compatibility with GCTP origin rules,

Purvey on special differential and non-reciprocal

measures adopted by developed countries, economic

co-operation c.nc\ integration groupings in favour

of their economically less developed member

states.

otudy on non-tariff barriers and direct measures

for the promotion of trade within the framework

of multilateral trade preference systems between

developing countries: Special aspects relating

to the Latin American countries.

Non-tariff preferences and direct trade measures

within a global system of trace preferences:

measures and possibilities in the context of

the Asian experience, with special reference to

manufactures and semi-manufacturec.
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Heport of the brking Party on Trade Expansion

held at Geneva, 10 - lC April 197°.

Final Report of the Regional meeting of Z;;perts

on certain issues within the Programme on

ilconoiiiic Co-operation among "eveloping

Countries (ibntevideo, November 1979).

Agreements adopted in the Seminar of Foreign

Trade Enterprises entities of a governmental

nature (Lima, November 1979).




